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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation covers some important topics on the liquid crystal-substrate surface 
effects, including theoretical derivations and confirming experimental results. The research 
work is expected to make important impacts on liquid crystal device designs and to open new 
doors for further research along these topics.  
In this dissertation, a novel high-electric-field technique is developed to characterize the 
anchoring energy of vertically-aligned liquid crystal cells. Both theoretical analyses and 
confirming experimental results are presented. Vertically-aligned liquid crystal cells with 
buffed polyimide alignment layers are used to validate the measurement techniques. Based on 
the voltage-dependent transmittance of the liquid crystal cells, a linear fitting can be obtained, 
which leads to a precise determination of the anchoring energy. If some specific liquid crystal 
material parameters are known, then the traditional cell capacitance measurements can be 
avoided.  
Anchoring energy and cell gap effects on liquid crystal response time is theoretically 
analyzed and experimentally investigated. A novel theory on the liquid crystal dynamics is 
developed. In this part, two different theoretical approaches are discussed: one is surface 
dynamic equation method and the other is effective cell gap method. These two different 
approaches lead to consistent results, which are also confirmed by our experimental results. 
This work opens a new door for LCD industry to optimize liquid crystal response time, and it 
is especially critical for liquid crystal cells with thin cell gap, which is a promising approach 
for fast response time liquid crystal display. 
Pretilt angle effects on liquid crystal dynamics are analyzed theoretically and validated 
experimentally. Analytical expressions are derived to describe liquid crystal response time 
under nonzero pretilt angle conditions. The theoretical analysis is confirmed experimentally 
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using vertically-aligned liquid crystal cells. These results quantitatively correlate pretilt 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Liquid crystal (LC) is a multi-disciplinary subject, which is related to optics, materials 
science, and electronics. It has been widely used in both display and photonics fields. 
Nowadays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs) can be found everywhere, for examples, in 
handheld devices (such as PDAs, cell phones and music players), notebook computers, 
desktop monitors, LCD TVs, and car navigations. In photonics area, various liquid crystal 
spatial light modulators (SLMs) have been used for laser beam steering, tunable-focus lens, 
and other photonic devices. Active research work has been focused on the liquid crystal 
technology, and it is being improved remarkably in recent years. 
An LC device usually includes at least one LC cell, where the liquid crystal material is 
sandwiched between two layers of substrates. Liquid crystal molecules would be randomly 
distributed in the cell if there is no alignment treatment on the substrates. Some special cases 
do exist, such as polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) in which surface alignment is not 
needed. Most of LC devices do need surface treatment. In order to align liquid crystal 
molecules, surface-induced alignments are necessary. Various LCD modes have been 
developed, such as Twisted Nematic (TN), Vertical Alignment (VA), Homogeneous 
Alignment, In-Plane-Switching (IPS), and Optically-Compensated-Bend (OCB) modes. All 
these LCD modes rely on the surface alignment techniques, which align the LC molecules on 
the LC cell substrates. 
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Although the alignment techniques have been actively studied for years, the surface 
effects on the electro-optic and dynamic performances of LC devices have not been well 
understood yet. In this dissertation, we focus on the characterization of LC-substrate surface 
properties and the surface effects on LC device performance. The anchoring energy and 
pretilt angle effects on the LC response time are studied and results discussed. 
1.2 Liquid Crystal Materials 
Liquid crystal material only occupies a small portion in an LC device, but it plays a key 
role in determining the device performance. An LC mode is jointly determined by the LC 
material employed and its molecular alignment. Therefore, they both play fundamental roles 
in an LC technology. 
If liquid crystal is considered from the structural point of view, it is an intermediate state 
between the solid crystals and isotropic liquids [1]. Like ordinary isotropic liquids, liquid 
crystal has flow and conformability properties. But if it is in a cell and aligned by surface 
treatment, liquid crystal has similar properties as solid crystals, including optical, dielectric, 
and elastic anisotropies. There are three types of LCs: thermotropic, lyotropic, and polymeric. 
Among these three, thermotropic LCs have been extensively studied. As illustrated in Figure 
1.1, thermotropic LCs can exist in three phases: nematic, smectic, and cholesteric. 
Figure 1.1(a) shows the nematic phase. The rode-like nematic LC molecules are lined up 
to a preferred direction, which is characterized by a unit vector n called LC director. When 
an external voltage is applied to the LC cell, and if it is over the Freedericksz transition 
3 
threshold, the LC director will be reoriented by the electric field. Liquid crystals are 
birefringent materials, and the reorientation of LC directors will induce phase retardation or 
phase change on the incoming electromagnetic waves. In an LCD, the visible light is 
modulated by the voltage-induced LC reorientation. The nematic LCs have relatively simple 
molecular alignment. They can also generate natural gray scales easily. Therefore, nematic 
LCs have become the mainstream for display and tunable photonics applications. In this 
dissertation, our discussion is focused on the nematic phase. 
 
 
      (a)                            (b)                           (c) 
Figure 1.1: Schematics of three thermotropic LCs: (a) nematic, (b) smectic, and (c) 
cholesteric. 
 
In the smectic phase shown in Figure 1.1(b), the molecules are in layered structures and 
arrange well with each other. An exciting feature of the chiral smectic-C phase is that it 
exhibits ferroelectricity. Using its spontaneous polarization, the response time of a bistable 
ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) modulator is in the 10-100 µs range. FLC has been 
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demonstrated on a silicon backplane for virtual and projection displays [2]. Due to its fast 
response time, the FLC can use pulse-width modulation (PWM) approach to obtain gray 
scales.  
In the cholesteric phase shown in Figure 1.1(c), it is thermodynamically equivalent to 
nematic phase except for the chiral-induced helix in the directors. There is parallel ordering 
in the same plane, but helical rotation along the axis perpendicular to different planes. The 
LC directors follow the helical rotation of the chiral agents. The polarization states of the 
reflected and transmitted waves depend on the pitch length of the cholesteric. The bistability 
nature leads to low power consumption, thus, cholesteric display is an attractive candidate for 
electronic books [3]. 
1.3 Basic Physical Properties of Liquid Crystals 
The molecular arrangement of nematic liquid crystal exhibits a certain degree of order. It 
results in anisotropy of the mechanical, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties. These 
unique characteristics make LC particularly suitable for electro-optic applications. For a 
nematic LC device, birefringence, elastic constants, dielectric anisotropy, and rotational 
viscosity all significantly influence the device performance. In the following sections, a brief 






Figure 1.2: Illustration of birefringence 
 
As shown in Figure 1.2, a uniaxial liquid crystal exhibits different refractive indices for 
the extraordinary ray ( en ) and the ordinary ray ( on ), and the difference is called as 
birefringence ( oe nnn −=Δ ). For both display and optical communication applications, high 
birefringence LC materials are important [4]. The birefringence effect on LC response time is 
through the cell gap dependence. A high birefringence LC material leads to a thinner cell gap 
which, in turn, reduces the response time. In order to describe the refractive index dispersion 
of LC materials, wavelength and temperature effects need to be taken into account. The 
details are discussed in Refs. [5,6,7]. 
1.3.2 Dielectric Anisotropy  
The static dielectric permittivity ε  of an isotropic non-associated liquid can be 
approximately expressed by Onsager equation [8]. The dielectric anisotropy is defined 
6 
as ⊥−=Δ εεε // , where ε// and ε⊥ are the dielectric permittivities parallel and perpendicular 
to the director, respectively. The LC materials with a large dielectric anisotropy are desired 
for low operating voltage. Low operating voltage will result in low power consumption, 




Δε = ε||- ε⊥  
Figure 1.3: Illustration of LC dielectric anisotropy 
 
From the molecular point of view, the dielectric anisotropy originates from the 
anisotropic distribution of the molecular dipoles in the liquid crystal phases. Nematic phases 
formed by elongated molecules carrying longitudinal and transverse dipoles have positive 
and negative dielectric anisotropy, respectively. The magnitude of dielectric anisotropy 
increases with that of the molecular dipoles and with the degree of ordering.  
In Maier and Meier’s theory [9], the Onsager theory is extended to nematic LC. An LC 
molecule is represented by an anisotropic polarizability α with principal elements αl and αt 
in spherical cavity of radius a. Denoting the dipole moment with αl at an angle θ, the LC 
dielectric components ε//, ε⊥ and Δε can be expressed as  
7 
[ ]{ },)cos31(1)3/( 22 SkTFNhF llll θμαε −−+=  (1.1) 
[ ]{ },2/)cos31(1)3/( 22 SkTFNhF θμαε −++= ⊥⊥  (1.2) 
( ){ },cos31)2/()( 22 θμααε −−−=Δ kTFNhFS tl  (1.3) 
where N is the molecular packing density, μ is the dipole moment, F is the Onsager reaction 
field and n  is average refractive index. Here h and F are dependent on the average dielectric 























Based on Eq.(1.3), the dielectric anisotropy of an LC material is influenced by three 
factors: molecular structure, temperature, and frequency. Here we only discuss the frequency 
effect, since the simulation of DFLC will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
Frequency dependent dielectric constant is an important factor for DFLC material. As 
shown in Figure 1.4, at low frequencies Δε >0, while at high frequencies Δε could become 
negative. As f increases, ε// decreases while ε⊥ stays constant, which results in a decreased Δε. 
The dielectric anisotropy Δε changes sign at the crossover frequency fc. For a pure LC 
compound, its fc is usually higher than 10 MHz, which is too high to be useful for practical 
applications. In a dual-frequency LC mixture, positive and negative Δε LC compounds are 
mixed and fc is usually lower than ~10 kHz. Then dual-frequency effect can be a useful 




Figure 1.4: Frequency dependent dielectric anisotropy Δε of a dual-frequency liquid crystal. 
When the frequency of the driving voltage is lower than the crossover frequency fc, 
Δε>0, and when it is higher than fc, Δε<0. Through frequency modulation, fast rise and decay 
times can be obtained. 
1.3.3 Visco-elastic Properties 
Birefringence is not the only critical parameter for an LC material, instead, Figure of 





nKFoM Δ=  represents the overall LC material performance. 
FoM includes not only the birefringence, but also the elastic constant and viscosity 
parameters of an LC material. In this part, both parameters will be introduced. 
1.3.3.1 Elastic Constants 
The Frank energy (free volume elastic energy) density of nematic liquid crystal can be 






















































⋅∇⋅+×∇⋅+⋅∇=  (1.6) 
where K11, K22, and K33 represent the elastic constants associated with splay, twist, and bend 
deformation, as shown in Figure 1.5. 
 
 
a) Bend (homeotropic)  b) Splay (homogeneous)   c) Twist (twisted cell) 
Figure 1.5: Demonstrations of three basic deformations of an LC. 
 
Each of the elastic constants is related to an alignment mode of LC cells, in that K11 for 
homogeneous cell, K22 for twisted cell, and K33 for homeotropic cell. The elastic constants 
are linearly proportional to S2, based on the Maier-Saupe theory: 
2
221133 ~ SKKK >> . (1.7) 
Here S is the order parameter and it describes the orientation order of a liquid crystal 
material. For a completely random and isotropic LC material, S=0, and for a perfectly 
aligned LC material, S=1. For a typical liquid crystal sample, S is on the order of 0.3 to 0.8, 
and generally decreases as the temperature is raised. 
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Elastic constants influence the operation voltage and response time of an LC device. A 
larger elastic constant not only leads to a higher operation voltage but also increases the 
response time, which is proportional to 1/Kii. Details will be discussed later. 
1.3.3.2 Rotational Viscosity 
Response time is critical for almost all LC devices, and LC materials with low rotational 
viscosity γ1 are desired for fast response time. Both rise and decay times are linearly 
proportional to γ1. The temperature-dependent rotational viscosity can be written as [10]: 
),/exp( 01 TkEbS=γ  (1.8) 
where E is the activation energy, T is the Kelvin temperature, and k0 is the Boltzmann 
constant. From the molecular viewpoint, the rotational viscosity depends on the molecular 
constituents, dimensions, molecular interactions, and moment of inertia. A linearly 
conjugated liquid crystal should exhibit a relatively low rotational viscosity. At an elevated 
temperature, γ1 decreases dramatically. For every 10°C temperature increase, viscosity is 
roughly decreased by ~2X. 
1.3.3.3 Figure of Merit 
Figure-of-Merit (FoM) takes both phase change and response time into consideration, 







nKFoM iiΔ=  (1.9) 
where Kii is the elastic constant, which may be K11, K22 or K33, as mentioned previously, Δn 
is the birefringence, and γ1 is the rotational viscosity. All these parameters are temperature 
dependent. Both viscosity and elastic constants also depend on the order parameter S and can 
be approximated as: 
( ) ,0 Snn Δ=Δ  (1.10) 
2
iiK aS= . (1.11) 
The temperature dependent FoM is derived as: 
),/exp()/1())(/( 0
32
0 TkETTnbaFoM c −−Δ=
β  (1.12) 
where Δn0 is the birefringence at S =1, E is the activation energy of the liquid crystal and k0 
is the Boltzmann constant. The value of the β parameter is around 0.20-0.25 and is not too 







1.4 Introduction to Liquid Crystal Alignment 
1.4.1 Rubbing method 
 
 
Figure 1.6: Rubbing method 
 
As mentioned in the first chapter, surface alignment is critical for LC devices. Several 
surface alignment methods have been developed. The conventional and most widely used 
approach is the rubbing method, which is usually by moving a cloth over an LC cell substrate 
with thin organic film, such as polyimide (PI), polyvinyl alcohol, nylon, etc, as shown in 
Figure 1.6. A certain degree of polymer molecular orientation order which is called the pretilt 
angle is induced by the rubbing process. The orientation order is transmitted to the LC 
molecules anchored on the substrates, and is also further transmitted into the liquid crystal 
molecules in the bulk region via intermolecular forces [11]. The rubbing method is relatively 
simple, but it could cause contamination, static charges and mechanical damages. The 
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generated static charges could affect the performances of thin-film-transistors (TFTs) 
fabricated on the substrate. These problems could degrade the manufacturing yields of LCDs.  
Therefore, some other alignment techniques like photoalignment, oblique angle SiO2 






Polarized UV Light IrradiationPhotoalignment Layer Coating
Photo-aligning Molecular
 
Figure 1.7: Photoalignment method 
 
Photoalignment is a promising method for reducing the above mentioned disadvantages 
of mechanical rubbing. As shown in Figure 1.7, a layer of photo sensitive polymer is 
deposited on a substrate. Linearly polarized UV light induce certain degree of surface 
ordering on the layer, which further transfer the orientation order to the liquid crystal 
material. Usually, compared to rubbing method, photoalignment method generates weaker 
anchoring energy, which is the energy to fix liquid crystal molecules to their easy axis. 
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Photoalignment is a non-contact technique and it has a great advantage of imposing no 
mechanical and electrostatic damage to the alignment layer. The method also can be used to 
sequentially align liquid crystal material using different masks, which may induce complex 
alignment patterns [12,13]. 
Some other alignment techniques are also proposed, like amorphous carbon alignment 
layers and alignment by nanostructuring polymer surface. They all have their own 
advantages, but are not mainstream approaches currently. 
1.4.3 Pretilt Angle 
 
E
Without pretilt angle With pretilt angle
 
Figure 1.8: Pretilt angle prevents reverse tilt disclination of liquid crystal directors in electric 
field. 
 
When external electric field is applied on LC cells, an appropriate pretilt angle of LC 
molecules on the LC-Substrate surfaces is necessary for most LCD devices. The pretilt angle 
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is to prevent LC molecules from reverse tilt disclinations. Both rubbing and photoalignment 
methods can induce pretilt angle. Recently, the control of pretilt angle of liquid-crystal 
molecules has been extensively investigated [14,15,16]. These studies demonstrate that the 
pretilt angle of liquid-crystal molecules increases along with the rubbing strength [17,18]. In 
this thesis, the pretilt angle effect on LC device response time will be discussed in details. 
1.5 Anchoring Energy 
LC directors close to the LC-substrate surfaces are strongly influenced by the surface 
alignment, and their orientation is different from those in the bulk region. The alignment 
effects of the boundaries are also transmitted to the bulk region. Therefore, the anchoring 
energy is an important property for an LC cell. It affects not only the LC alignment but also the 
electro-optic properties such as threshold voltage and response time. Compared with strong 
anchoring energy, weak anchoring leads to lower threshold, shorter rise time and longer 
decay time [19, 20]. 
The physical meaning of anchoring energy is the energy required for the maximum 
deviation of the director in the LC-substrate adjacent areas from the easy orientation position. 
Usually we have two types of anchoring: one is related to the deviation of the director from 
the normal to the substrate, which is called as the polar anchoring energy Wθ; and the other is 
related to the deviation in the plane of the substrate: the azimuthal anchoring energy Wφ.  For 
homogeneously-aligned and vertically-aligned liquid crystal, usually only the polar 
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anchoring energy Wθ is considered. The Wφ  effect is usually important for TN, STN liquid 
crystal modes.  
If the anchoring energy is considered, the total free energy of a nematic liquid crystal is 










1 φφφ , (1.13) 
θ2sin
2
1 Wfs = , (1.14) 
where fs is the surface anchoring energy densities of nematic liquid crystal. The integral term 
represents the bulk free energy density, and φ is the angle between the LC director and the 
substrate rubbing direction, d is the cell gap. This important equation will be discussed again 
in the following chapters, and here we will only introduce the extrapolation length concept 
from these equations.  
If we consider a liquid crystal cell with the same top and bottom alignment, Eq.(1.13) 
can be simplified to Eq.(1.15) using the “one-constant approximation” and “small angle 
approximation” [21]. Here we assume that K11=K22=K33=K (one-constant approximation), 
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at z~d region,  
0=−
dz
dkW θθ . (1.18) 








=θ . (1.19) 
Let θ=0, we have 
W
Kzb == , (1.20) 
where b has the dimension of a length, and is usually called as the extrapolation length. 
Eq.(1.20) is a basic formula describing the interaction of the nematic liquid crystal with solid 
substrates.  
Eq.(1.14) is the well-known Rapini-Papoular model, which was first introduced by A. 
Rapini and M. Papoular [22]. After that, pretilt angle was also taken into account, which 
leads to the following anchoring energy expression [23]. 
)(sin
2 0
2 θθ −= Wfs . (1.21) 
Generally speaking, the external applied voltage may reorient the twist and tilt angles of 
the surface LC directors. Then both the polar and azimuthal anchoring energies need to be 
considered. The polar anchoring energy Wp is related to the deviations of the surface tilt 
angle θ from the pretilt angle θ0 . The azimuthal twist angle φ is deviated from the pretwist 







2 φφθθ −+−= aps WWf . (1.22) 
This expression is widely employed as a generalization of the original Rapini-Papoular 
model. In this dissertation, vertically-aligned LC is mainly discussed, and the azimuthal 
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anchoring energy Wa is not involved, and we mainly use the expression Eq.(1.14), 
θ2sin
2
1 Wfs = , in our studies. 
1.6 Thesis Overview 
The dissertation is organized as follows. 
Chapter Two reviews the liquid crystal numerical simulation methods briefly. The 
simulation of anchoring energy effect is discussed, and the dynamic simulation of 
dual-frequency liquid crystal (DFLC) is compared with experimental results. We also 
investigate the phase retardation dependent LC response time using numerical simulation 
methods. 
Chapter Three discusses a novel high-electric-field approach to characterize the 
anchoring energy of vertically-aligned liquid crystal cells. 
In Chapter Four, anchoring energy and cell gap effects on liquid crystal response time is 
analyzed theoretically, and studied experimentally. Two different theoretical analysis 
approaches are employed to derive analytical expressions, and consistent results are obtained. 
Chapter Five discusses the pretilt angle effect on liquid crystal response time. Analytical 
expressions are derived to quantitatively correlate the liquid crystal pretilt angle to its 
dynamic performance. Experimental results are also included to confirm our theoretical 
analysis.  
Finally, in Chapter Six, the key achievements of this dissertation are summarized. 
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CHAPTER TWO: NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
METHODOLOGIES 
Numerical simulation is important for the design and optimization of LC devices. It can 
also be used to study physical effects which are hard to be investigated by experimental 
methods only, such as the anchoring energy effects. LC simulation methods are discussed in 
this chapter. In general, our liquid crystal simulation programs include two steps: (1) LC 
director distribution simulation, (2) optical simulation. 
In this chapter, some simulation results are also discussed, including the simulation of 
anchoring energy effect, dynamic simulation of dual-frequency liquid crystal, and 
phase-retardation dependent LC response time effect. 
2.1 Simulation of LC Director Distribution 
When no voltage is applied on an LC cell, the distribution of LC molecules in the cell is 
determined by the surface alignment. When the applied voltage exceeds the Freedericksz 
transition threshold voltage Vth, the LC molecules in the bulk of the cell will be reoriented by 
the external electric field.  
For LC device simulation, the LC director distribution in external electric field needs to 
be solved first. Here we have two cases. One is to simulate the voltage dependent LC director 
distribution and optical response, which is called as static state simulation; the other one is 
dynamic process simulation, which is to simulate the time dependent LC director distribution 
and optical response. Both cases are discussed in this chapter. 
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Finite element method (FEM) is employed to develop our simulation programs. FEM is 
a well recognized numerical simulation method. A general purpose FEM computer program 
can be easily developed to rigorously analyze the problems where analytical solutions are 
difficult to obtain. The numerical simulation of LC device is based on the assumption that the 
LC system acts to minimize its free energy. 
2.1.1 Static State Simulation 
The static state simulation is to simulate the voltage dependent LC director distribution, 
which is then used to calculate the optical response. LC director distribution is decided by the 
balance of the torques between the elastic free energy and electric energy. To obtain the LC 
director distribution, the Gibbs free energy density fg needs to be minimized. 
esg fff −= , (2.1) 
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and V−∇=E . V is the voltage distribution, and ε is the dielectric tensor of the LC cell. The 













ε . (2.4) 
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The total free energy F of the liquid crystal system is the integration of the free energy 
density fg: 
dVfF
V g∫∫∫= . (2.5) 
By minimizing F, the voltage dependent LC director distribution is available.  
In the FEM numerical simulation, boundary conditions are critical. Usually we consider 
that the LC directors on the substrate won’t reorient in external electric field, that is, the 
anchoring energy W is infinity. Then the LC directors on the substrates are fixed at the pretilt 
angle θp in the simulation program.  
However, if the anchoring energy needs to be studied, the LC directors on the LC 
substrates are not fixed and their orientation will also change in external electric field, and 
the reorientation is dependent on W. Therefore, the total free energy F needs to include the 
anchoring energy terms, as discussed in Eqs.(1.13) and (1.14) before. The details simulation 
results will be discussed later in the chapter. 
2.1.2 Dynamic Process Simulation 
To simulate the time dependent LC director distribution, we solve the voltage distribution 
using the finite element method (FEM) first [25] and obtain the dynamic director distribution 
using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method (FDTD) [26]. 
The dynamic evolution of LC director in  is obtained by the analysis of the electric and 
elastic properties of the LC material. The main idea is to use Euler-Lagrangian equations to 
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minimize the free energy. After applying the Gibbs free-energy density fg in the 







,,,1 =+−= λγ , (2.6) 
where γ1 is the rotational viscosity, ni is Cartesian component of the director, λ is a Lagrange 
multiplier used to maintain the unit length of the director and 
i
g n
f⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ is the Euler-Lagrangian 
equations. However, an update formula of the LC director and the λ parameter can not be 
both obtained from this equation. So we drop the Lagrange multiplier term and simply 
renormalize the director after each iteration. The Euler-Lagrangian equations 
i
g n
f⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ are 
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With the known electric energy density fe and elastic energy density fs, the updated 













After this update, the director must be renormalized to have a unit length. This 
renormalization also depends on the numerical time step Δt. Therefore, the setting time step 
will be critical to the calculation accuracy. At each time step, the director distribution is used 
to solve the electro-optic performance of the simulated LC device. After the LC director 
distribution is updated, the voltage distribution and the electric energy distribution must be 
updated to represent the changes of the voltage distribution. This iteration continues until 
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setting convergence criteria is reached. This is a good approach in reducing the computation 
time while maintaining a reasonable accuracy. 
Anchoring energy significant influences LC dynamics and this topic will be discussed in 
Chapter Four in details. FEM numerical simulation program is developed to simulate this 
effect. If anchoring energy W~∞, the LC directors on the substrates are fixed at the pretilt 
angle, which is the same as the static simulation case. But if W is finite, surface dynamic 
equation needs to be utilized as the boundary conditions in our simulation program, and the 
simulation results will be given in Chapter Four.  
2.2 Optical Simulation 
Several approaches have been developed to simulate the optical 
transmittance/reflectance of LC devices, such as: 1) Berreman’s 4 by 4 matrix method [28, 
29, 30, 31] ; 2) the extended Jones matrix (2 by 2 matrix) [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Berreman’s 
4×4 Matrix approach takes into account the effects of the refraction and multiple reflections 
between adjacent layers [29] However, it needs lengthy calculations and it is generally 
employed only for the normal incidence. Many approximations of this method have been 
proposed. Yeh [32] and Lien’s [34] extended Jones matrix methods were derived to 
generalize the 2×2 Matrix formulation to the oblique incidence. 
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2.3 Static Simulation of Anchoring Energy Effects on Electro-optic Response of 
LC Cells 
The boundary conditions are critical for LC devices’ numerical simulation. If strong 
anchoring is assumed, the LC directors on the surfaces are fixed. However, if finite 
anchoring energy is considered in the simulation, the simple boundary conditions of strong 
anchoring are not valid. The free energy expression Eq.(1.13) needs to include the surface 
anchoring energy term fW of both the bottom and top substrates, therefore,  
eWWs fdffff −++= )()0( . (2.9) 
The numerical simulation results in Figure 2.1 show anchoring energy dependent VA LC 
electro-optic responses. If the same driving voltage is applied, an LC cell with weaker 
anchoring has larger phase retardation because of more LC director reorientation in the 
surface region. The simulation parameters are: 7 μm LC cell gap; K11=16.7 pN, K22=7.0 pN, 
K33=18.1 pN, εII=3.6, ε⊥=7.8, Δε= -4.2, Vth=2.17 V, Wavelength λ=633 nm; and the pretilt 
angle is 2 degree.  
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 W=3 × 10  -4 J/m2
 W=1 × 10  -4 J/m2
 W=6 × 10  -5 J/m2
 W=2 × 10  -5 J/m2
 
Figure 2.1: Anchoring energy W dependent electro-optic responses of a 7 μm VA LC cell 
 
Strictly speaking, the LC threshold voltage doesn’t exist if the pretilt angle is nonzero, 
however, the threshold like behavior can be still observed, and here we still roughly consider 
it as threshold voltage of a LC device. From this figure, we notice that the threshold voltage is 
also dependent on anchoring energy W. Weaker anchoring energy leads to smaller threshold 
voltage, which is desired for low driving voltage and low power consumption of LC devices. 
In the high applied voltage range(>6V in Figure 2.1), the LC directors in the bulk region of 
LC cell have been fully reoriented, and the reorientation of LC directors close to the surfaces 
will mainly contribute to the phase retardation changes. If the anchoring energy is weaker, the 
surface effect on LC cell phase change will be less important in the high applied voltage range, 
because the LC directors in surfaces region have been fully reoriented. As a result, if the 
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anchoring energy is weaker, the voltage-phase retardation curves are less steep, as shown in 
the high voltage range of Figure 2.1.  
Both the anchoring energy effects on the threshold voltage and phase retardation have 
been studied extensively. In this dissertation, we develop an anchoring energy measurement 
method for VA liquid crystal cells, and it is discussed in Chapter Three. This measurement 
method is based on the anchoring energy effect on LC cell phase retardation in the high applied 
voltage range. 
2.4 Dynamic Simulation of Dual-Frequency Liquid Crystal Device  
To further demonstrate the design function of our numerical simulation programs, we 
discuss dynamic simulation of a DFLC phase retarder. The simulation results are compared 
with experimental ones and they match very well [37]. 
Most commercially available DFLC mixtures have low birefringence, high viscosity, and 
small εΔ  values. To overcome these drawbacks, we prepared a high birefringence and low 
viscosity DFLC mixture using 30% biphenyl esters and 70% lateral difluoro tolanes. The 
physical properties of our DFLC mixture at room temperature (T=22°C) are as follows: 
cross-over frequency cf ≈ 4 kHz, oe nnn −=Δ  = 0.25 at λ=1.55 um. In our experiments, 1 
kHz low frequency and 30 kHz high frequency are chosen, where εΔ = 4.7 at f = 1 kHz and 
εΔ = -4.0 at f = 30 kHz. 9.2 μm thick homogenous alignment cells are used and overdriving 
pulse voltages for both the rising and decay processes are decided for sub-millisecond 
response time.  
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In our DFLC phase retarder system, a 2.5 Vrms bias voltage of 1 kHz, which is slightly 
less than the threshold voltage, is used to speed up the LC cell’s response at rising process. 
An initial DFLC director distribution corresponding to the specific bias voltage is used to 
simulate its effect. The simulation shows that without the bias voltage, the rising time would 
be 0.7 ms longer under the same overdriving condition. As we know, the transmittance of 
such a phase retarder is I=I0 sin2 [δ/2], where I0 is the incident light intensity, δ is the phase 
retardation of the LC cell. The LC director reorientation thus can be revealed from the light 
transmission so that our simulation and experiments are correlated. 
In the experiments, 1 kHz 2.5 Vrms bias voltage and 95 Vrms overdriving pulse are 
applied on the cell to reorient the LC directors. The overdriving voltage only lasts about 0.5 
ms to avoid over-tilting. Then a 5 Vrms low frequency (1 kHz) voltage is applied to hold the 
LC directors. The cell thus is kept at a 2π phase retardation status before the high frequency 
voltage is applied. The detailed rising process is illustrated in Figure 2.2(a) and compared 
with the simulation result. The experimental curve matches well with the theoretical 
prediction. Both of them show a 2π phase transition within less than 0.5 ms for this rising 
process. For the decay process, the LC directors are already tilted up, which is so called 
homeotropic state. A high frequency (30 kHz), 79 Vrms voltage is used to drive the LC cell 
back to its original homogeneous distribution. From Figure 2.2(b), 2π phase decay is 
achieved within only ~0.5 ms, which also agrees well with our theoretical estimation. 
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(a) Rising process 




























Time (ms)  
(b) Decay process 
Figure 2.2: Upper part of each figure shows the experiment result and simulation result, the 
under part shows the voltage and frequency modulation. Numerical simulation includes the 
dual frequency, overdriving and bias voltage effects, and it agrees well with the experimental 
results. 
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2.5 Simulation of Phase Retardation Dependent Liquid Crystal Electro-optic 
Modulation 
Liquid crystal optical response time was theoretically predicted to be dependent on LC 
device phase retardation by Wu [38]. The optical response time can be two or four times 
faster than LC directors’ reorientation time τ0. In this part, the theoretical analysis is 
confirmed by experimental demonstration and numerical simulation. By applying sinusoidal 
driving voltage on a homogeneously-aligned LC cell, the frequency of the transient optical 
response (fo) is 2 or 4 times of fe, where fe is the frequency of sinusoidal driving voltage. If 
δ0 is defined as the average phase retardation, the fo=4fe phenomenon exists when 
δ0∼Νπ (Ν is an integer), and fo=2fe if δ0∼(N-1/2)π. 
In our experimental setup, a homogenously aligned LC cell is placed between a pair of 
crossed polarizer and analyzer, and a He-Ne laser (λ=633nm) is used as the light source. The 




δII = , (2.10) 
where oI  is the incident light intensity, and δ0  is the LC cell phase retardation. We use 
sinusoidal driving voltage in the experiments. Because the driving voltage is not a constant, 
the LC directors follow the transient driving voltage and reorient back and forth in the 
external electric field. Thus transient phase retardation shift Δδ  is observed around δ0. 









































The transient phase shift Δδ(t) can be correlated to the LC director response time τ0 by 
the following equation [39], 
( )ott τδδ /2exp)( 0 −≈ , (2.12a)
( )]/2exp1[)( 0 ott τδδ −−≈Δ , (2.12b)
which means that the phase response time is twice faster than the director’s response time τ0.  
If the phase retardation happens to be in the vicinity of πδ )
2
1(~0 −N , where N is an 



























From Eq.(2.13), the optical response time is 2X faster than the LC director response time τ0. 












































Under this condition, the optical response time can be up to 4X faster than τ0. Especially 
when 0/τt  is small, I/I0 is mainly determined by the )/4exp( 0τt−  term because it 
decreases much faster than the )/2exp( 0τt−  term. 
 








































Figure 2.3: Voltage-dependent normalized transmittance of a homogeneous LC cell. Regions 
2, 4, and 6 correspond to πδ N~0 , and regions 1, 3, and 5 correspond to πδ )2
1(~0 −N . 
 
Figure 2.3 is a plot of voltage-dependent normalized transmittance of a typical 
homogeneous LC cell. When πδ N~0 , the transmittance of the LC cell is either at a 
maximum (regions 2 and 6) or at a minimum (region 4). If we define fp as the oscillation 
frequency of Δδ, then fo=2fp=4fe is predicted by our analytical results. If πδ )2
1(~0 −N , that 
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is, the LC transmittance is around the regions 1, 3 and 5 in Fig. 2, the analytical results lead 
to fo=fp=2fe.  
To further study this transient effect, experimental results are used to demonstrate this 
effect, and FEM numerical simulation is employed to simulate the transient phase and optical 
response. The simulation results show that the LC directors’ orientation fluctuates in external 
sinusoidal electric field, and it results in a small phase shift Δδ around δ0. Then optical 
“ripples” are induced by Δδ. The LC material we used has the following parameters: 
K11=11.7×10-12 pN, K22=8.8×10-12 pN, K33=19.5×10-12 pN, Δε=2.8, and Δn=0.21 at λ=633nm, 
This fo=2fp=4fe effect is experimentally demonstrated in Figure 2.4. Numerical 







Figure 2.4: Experimental demonstration of fo=4fe at fe=60Hz. The applied voltage Vpp= 14.87 
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Figure 2.5: Simulation results of fo=2fp=4fe, where fe=60Hz. In the simulation, Vpp=13.8 V is 
used to keep δ0~π , and peak-to-peak phase shift Δδ∼0.19π. Then fo=4fe because the Δδ 









Figure 2.6: Experimental demonstration of fo=2fe and fe=60Hz. The peak-to-peak driving 
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Figure 2.7: Simulation results of fo=2fe, and fe=60 Hz. In the simulation, Vpp=11.80 V is used 
to keep δ0~1.5π, which is around region 2 of Figure 2.3. The Δδ peak-to-peak amplitude is 
0.17π. 
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The observed transient phenomena are mainly determined by the dynamic driving 
voltage. Τhe transient LC dynamic process is decided by the balance between the elastic and 
electric energy density. The sinusoidal driving voltage is changing continuously and is 
applied on LC cells as a bias voltage. When the transient driving voltage decreases from its 
peak amplitude, LC directors relax accordingly as the bias voltage decreases. Once the 
decreasing cycle of voltage amplitude is finished, the driving voltage amplitude starts to 
increase. The increasing bias voltage reorients the LC directors back, even if the LC directors 
don’t fully decay from the previous cycle yet. Therefore, the LC directors are consistently 
driven by the external electric field and they must follow the cycles of sinusoidal driving 
voltage. Since the sinusoidal driving voltage is changing continuously, a simple analytical 
solution is not available. Numerical simulation is used to calculate the transient phase shift. 
The simulation shows that, at a lower driving frequency, the longer period allows more time 
for LC directors’ reorientation, which leads to a larger Δδ and more significant LC cell 
transmittance fluctuation. The frequency of the driving voltage also influences Δδ.   The 
driving frequency of a thin-film-transistor (TFT) LCD is typically at 60-120 Hz, thus, the 
transient optical fluctuation may influence the grayscales of the display device. 
This phenomenon is general for nematic liquid crystal materials. Both our experiments 
and simulation show that a higher birefringence LC material causes a larger Δδ under the 
same driving condition. The voltage amplitude is another factor affecting Δδ. According to 
our simulation, larger voltage amplitude induces a more noticeable LC director deformation 
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which, in turn, results in a larger Δδ. And finally the total phase retardation (δ0 and Δδ) 
jointly determines the transient optical transmittance of the LC cell.  
In this part, we mainly discuss the sinusoidal driving voltage condition. However, this 
LC dynamic process can be generalized to other driving conditions, as long as a transient 
phase shift is induced by an external driving voltage. In our experiments, various voltage 
waveforms (rectangular and triangular) were used and similar results were observed. 
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CHAPTER THREE: POLAR ANCHORING ENERGY 
MEASUREMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
Anchoring energy is an important parameter for an LC cell because it affects not only 
the LC alignment but also the electro-optic properties such as threshold voltage and response 
time. Various experimental techniques have been developed for measuring the anchoring 
energy. These methods can be categorized into two camps: field-on and field-off, depending 
on whether an external field is applied or not. Examples of the field-off methods are the 
wedge cells technique [40] and the light scattering technique. [41] In the field-on approaches, 
both electric field [42,43]and magnetic field [44] techniques have been considered. The 
field-on techniques are based on the measurements of the LC dielectric or diamagnetic 
Freedericksz transition effects. Usually, a strong electric field is more easily accessible and 
practical than a magnetic field. For this reason, the high-electric-field technique [42] is most 
commonly employed for measuring the polar anchoring energy. Afterward, a modified 
electric field technique was suggested for measuring the anchoring energy of some 
homogeneous cells. [43,45]. However, some inconsistent results have been reported by 
different research groups that have used even the same alignment method and LC material, 
mainly because of the complexity of the LC anchoring energy measurement.  
In a VA cell, the liquid crystal molecules are aligned nearly perpendicular to the 
substrate surfaces. Under crossed polarizer/analyzer configuration, the VA cell exhibits an 
excellent contrast ratio. At normal incidence, the device’s contrast ratio is insensitive to light 
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wavelength, LC layer thickness, and operating temperature. Because of these attractive 
features, VA cells have been used extensively for direct-view and projection displays. The 
performance of a VA cell depends on the anchoring interaction between the LC monolayer 
and the surface alignment layers. Substrate surface treatment and the surfactant play crucial 
roles for achieving a uniform pretilt angle. Good molecular alignment in a VA cell is usually 
more difficult to obtain than that in a homogeneous cell.  
So far, only a few experimental methods have been developed for characterizing the 
anchoring energy of VA cells because of the complexity in theory and experimental 
technique. [46] The performance of a VA-LCD strongly depends on the effective control of 
surface treatment, therefore it is essential to develop a simple and reliable technique for 
measuring the anchoring energy of VA LC cells.  
In this Chapter, a reliable electric field technique for measuring the anchoring energy of 
VA cells is developed. Firstly, we briefly introduce the anchoring energy measurement 
method by the Freedericksz transition method, which is applicable on VA LC cells. In 
Section 3.3, we derive the theoretical expressions which lay down the foundation for the 
experimental techniques. In Section 3.4, we perform confirming experiments and obtain the 
anchoring energy data for various VA LC cells. These results are useful for understanding 
the basic surface interaction mechanisms between the LC molecules and the alignment 
agents. Using this practical technique, we can select a proper alignment method to improve 
the VA-LCD performance. 
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3.2 Theory of Anchoring Energy Measurement by Freedericksz Transition 
As mentioned previously, the Freedericksz transition of an LC cell is influenced by 
anchoring energy of both the top and bottom substrates. Weaker anchoring energy usually 
leads to smaller threshold voltage, as shown in the simulation results of Figure 2.1. 
Therefore, the anchoring energy can be determined from the LC threshold voltage 
measurement if the correlation between them is known. Strictly speaking, LC threshold 
voltage doesn’t exist if pretilt angle is not zero. But the LC threshold voltage still exists for 
LC cells with finite anchoring energy, if the pretilt angle can be ignored. 














WVctg ππ , 
where the elastic constant K is dependent on the LC deformation, that is, splay, bend or twist. 
Vth(W) and Vth(∞) are the threshold voltage when the polar anchoring energy is finite and 
infinite, respectively. When W is relatively large, the above equation can be simplified to: 
)21)(()(
Wd
KVWV thth −∞= . 
These two equations correlate W with the threshold voltage Vth, which is useful for the 
anchoring energy measurement. However, pretilt angle also significantly influences the 
“threshold” like behavior of LC cell, which might smear the anchoring energy effect on LC 
threshold voltage and leads to inaccurate measurement results. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the LC director distribution of a VA cell. Left: V=0 and 
right: V>>Vth. The LC directors near the substrate surfaces could be reoriented when 
V>>Vth, and the reorientation depends on the anchoring energy W. 
 
Figure 3.1 shows the vertical alignment of nematic LC molecules confined between two 
identical electrodes located at 0=z  and dz = . Without external electric fields, the pretilt 
angle θp is close to π/2, which defines the minimum surface anchoring potential of LC 
directors on the substrates. Once the applied voltage exceeds a threshold, the LC directors are 
reoriented in the x-z plane. The LC molecules near the substrate surfaces are usually 
considered as hard anchored in most theoretical analysis. However in reality, these boundary 
layers will also rotate and make a small contribution to the overall phase retardation if the 
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external field is sufficiently high. In a specific voltage range, we find that the anchoring 
energy can be extracted through the simple phase retardation measurement. 
Our goal is to determine anchoring energy from the LC director response to the external 
electric field. In theory, the LC director distribution profile can be obtained by minimizing 
the free energy of the cell. In a voltage-on state, let us assume that the LC directors are 
reoriented uniformly in the x-z plane and both substrates are treated identically, the free 
energy per unit area of the VA LC cell can be written as 
2 2 2
11 330
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φφ φ= + − ⋅ + +∫ . (3.1) 
The integral term in Eq.(3.1) represents the bulk free energy density where K11 and K33 
are the splay and bend elastic constants, respectively, φ is the angle between the LC director 
and the substrate rubbing direction ( x -axis), d is the cell gap, and D·E/2 denotes the electric 
free energy density. The last two terms fs(0) and fs(d) represent the anchoring energy density 





ps Wf θθ −= , (3.2) 
provided that the electric field-induced surface LC reorientation is not too far from the initial 
pretilt angle, i.e., pθθθ −=Δ  is small; where )()0( dφφθ ==  is the surface LC director 
orientation in a voltage-on state, and pθ  is the pretilt angle, and W is the anchoring strength 
coefficient, also called as “anchoring energy”. When θΔ  is small, e.g., θΔ <0.3 radian, 
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θθ ΔΔ ~)sin(  and Eq.(3.2) can be simplified to 2)(
2
1 θΔ= Wfs . The requirement of small 
θΔ  imposes that maxVV ≤ ; the maximum voltage Vmax is found to be proportional to the 
product of ( θΔ Wd) [45]. Since θΔ  cannot be too large, a larger Wd value would allow us 
to obtain a higher Vmax. If a VA cell has a weak anchoring strength (i.e., small W), then we 
should use a thick cell gap in order to improve the measurement accuracy. For display 
devices, their cell gap is usually thin (d <5 μm), but their surface anchoring is strong. As a 
result, a thin display cell can still be used for the anchoring energy measurement. 
 














Figure 3.2: Numerical simulation for the voltage dependent Δφmax, which validates the 
assumption of Δφmax≈ π/2 when V>4Vth. The LC mixture used for simulation is Merck 




In the high electric field regime, the LC directors in the middle layer are fully reoriented, 
that is 2/~)( max πφΔ . Under this condition, the LC cell can be treated as semi-infinite 
plane during mathematical derivations. Figure 3.2 plots the numerical simulation of the 
voltage dependent max)( φΔ . From Figure 3.2, the assumption 2/~)( max πφΔ  is valid 
only when V is approximately ≥4Vth. This implies that during anchoring energy experiment 
the applied voltage should exceed a minimum voltage minV  which is 4X of the threshold 
voltage. From the above analyses, the anchoring energy can be extracted only in a specific 
voltage range: max4 VVVth ≤≤ .  
From Eq.(3.1), by using the variational calculus, the Euler-Lagrange equation for a VA 
LC cell can be written as:[42] 
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which represents the torque balance at the LC-substrate interface.  
For a normally incident beam with wavelength λ, the phase retardation R of the LC cell 




e ffR n n d z
π
λ
= −∫ . (3.5) 
In Eq.(3.5), 2/12 )cos1/( φν−= oeff nn  and 
222 /)( eoe nnn −=ν ; where no and ne are the 
refractive indices of the ordinary and extraordinary rays, respectively. 
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Based on the above mentioned approximations, i.e., small θΔ  and 2/~)( max πφΔ , 
we derive the following linear equation for a VA LC cell with a pretilt angle θp≈π/2: 
3 3
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In Eq.(3.6), oR  is the maximum phase retardation of the VA cell, oRR /  is the 
normalized phase retardation, C is the LC cell capacitance which is dependent on the applied 
voltage V, oe nnn −=Δ  is the LC birefringence, εΔ  (<0) is the dielectric anisotropy of 
the negative LC material, ⊥ε  is the dielectric constant perpendicular to the LC directors, S 





 can be treated as a constant since all the related parameters are independent 
of voltage. In Eq.(3.6), oRR /  is expected to be a linear function of CV/1  in a specific 
voltage regime. Through a linear fitting in this voltage range, the anchoring energy W can be 
determined from the intercept at 0)/1( →CV . 
Multiplying both sides of Eq.(4.6) by (CV), we derive: 
3
0
2( 1)( ) ( ) ( , , , )
2
KR CV CV I b v
R Wd n
ξ πγ− = −
Δ
. (3.7) 





−  as a function of (CV), W can be determined from the slope of 
the curve, provided that 33K  and d are known. As will be shown below, Eq.(3.7) is easier 
to fit than Eq.(3.6), because the voltage range for a linear fitting is more obvious. Please note 
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that Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7) are valid only in the maxmin VVV ≤≤  region, as mentioned 
previously. 
In Eqs.(3.6) and (3.7)，the LC cell capacitance C is also dependent on the LC director 
distribution and the applied voltage V. It is known that near the electrode edges, fringing 
field-induced LC reorientation is slightly different from that in the bulk. However, in most 
experiments the electrode area is large (>1 cm2) so that the fringing field–induced LC 
deformation can be ignored. In the high voltage regime, the LC cell capacitance is not a 
constant. Rather, the product of CV is a linear function of V [1,48]:  
( ')CV C V V∞= − , (3.8) 
where ∞C  is the VA LC cell capacitance at ∞→V , This equation predicts that the plot of 
(CV) against V is a straight line (with slope ∞C ) when V >>Vth. For a VA cell, the 'V  in 



















εr .  
If the LC material parameters are known, V´ can be calculated easily and the undesired 
capacitance measurement can be avoided through adopting Eq.(3.8). Under such a 
circumstance, Eq.(3.7) can be simplified to 
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup for measuring the anchoring energy of VA cells. A VA cell is 
placed between crossed polarizer and analyzer. The optical axis of the VA cell is oriented at 
°45  with respect to the polarizer. 
 
Figure 3.3 depicts the experimental setup for measuring the anchoring energy of a VA 
cell. The LC cell is placed between a pair of crossed polarizer and analyzer. The optical axis 
of the cell is oriented at °45  with respect to the polarizer. The output transmittance is 
measured by a computer controlled LabVIEW data acquisition system. The transmittance of 
such a cell can be expressed as 
)
2
(sin 2 RII o= , (3.11) 
where oI  is the incident light intensity. The experiments are carried out at room temperature 
(T~22oC) and λ=633 nm. From the light transmittance measurement, the LC director profile 
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and phase retardation can be obtained and the anchoring energy extracted, as described 
below. 
In our studies, various VA cells and negative LC materials are measured. To illustrate 
the measurement processes, we only show the experimental results of a 7.0 μm buffed 
polyimide VA cell filled with Merck MLC-6608 negative LC mixture. In the first step, we 
measure the light transmittance of the VA cell and obtain the voltage dependent phase 
retardation. For a VA cell, the maximum phase retardation oR  cannot be accessed 
accurately by simply increasing the voltage because the boundary layers are impossible to be 
reoriented completely even at a high voltage. Thus, the extrapolation method [10] needs to be 
employed in order to obtain oR . For the tested 7.0-μm MLC-6608 VA cell, oR  is found to 
be 1.982π. In the second step, we measure the voltage dependent LC cell capacitance using a 
computer-controlled Displaytech APT-III instrument. Figure 3.4 depicts the measurement 
results. Indeed, the measured capacitance results confirm that CV is linearly dependent on V 
in the high voltage region, as described by Eq.(3.8). Through a linear fitting in the high 
voltage region, an intercept of 1.24 V is obtained at CV=0. 
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Figure 3.4: Voltage-dependent CV curve of a 7 μm VA cell filled with MLC-6608. In the 
high voltage region, a linear curve is observed and the intercept at CV=0 is 1.24 Vrms. 
 
Figure 3.4 plots oRR /  as a function of (1/CV ), according to Eq.(3.6). A linear curve 
is observed between 8 and 20 Vrms. The projected intercept at 0/1 =CV  is 1.017, which 
leads to an anchoring strength of W=(3.0±0.2)×10-4 J/m2. This extrapolation method works 
reasonably well in theory and the obtained results are accurate in some cases. However, this 
intercept extrapolation method has two disadvantages: the intercept is usually too close to 1 
and the linearity exists only in a specific voltage regime. At a high voltage, the possible 
nonlinear behavior of the function is masked in appearance by the reciprocal (1/CV). These 
two factors limit the accuracy of this method. 
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the intercept extrapolation method described in Eq.(3.6). A linear 
fitting is obtained in the V>8 Vrms region. The intercept at 1/CV=0 leads to W=(3.0±
0.2)×10-4 J/m2. A 7 μm VA cell filled with MLC-6608 is used as an example. 
 
To find an easier and more reliable fitting process, we develop a slope fitting method. 
The variable (CV) would enable a more obvious fitting voltage range than 1/(CV). Figure 3.5 
plots the measured )1/( −oRR as a function of CV, according to Eq.(3.7). The result shows 
that a good linear fitting is obtained between 9 and 18 Vrms. By fitting the slope of the linear 
curve, an anchoring strength of W=(3.1±0.2)×10-4 J/m2 is deduced. The threshold voltage of 
MLC-6608 LC material is Vth~2.14 Vrms, which gives a minimum voltage of Vmin=4Vth~8.56 
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Vrms. From our theoretical analyses shown in Sec. II, a linear curve is predicted in the 
max4 VVVth ≤≤  range. This prediction is validated as observed from Figure 3.6. 
 


























W=(3.1± 0.2) × 10     -4 J/m2
 
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the slope fitting method according to Eq.(3.7). A linear fitting 
between V=9 Vrms and 18 Vrms is observed, and the anchoring energy is deduced as W=(3.1±
0.2)×10-4 J/m2. A 7 μm VA cell filled with MLC-6608 is tested as an example. 
 
For accurate determination of anchoring energy, the voltage dependent LC cell 
capacitance should be taken into consideration. However, in-situ capacitance measurement 
can be tedious and time consuming. We could use an analytical form of the 
voltage-dependent capacitance, instead of using the actual experimental data. Eq.(3.10) 
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provides a convenient method for measuring W without the variable C.  For the 7.0 μm VA 
cell, 'V  is calculated to be 0.96 V, which is close to the 1.24 V deduced from Figure 3.4. 
Our results in Figure 3.7 show that the curve is less linear than that shown in Figure 3.6. The 
obtained anchoring strength W=(3.2±0.3)×10-4 J/m2 is ~3% higher than that obtained from 
Figure 3.6. Although this alternative method mentioned in Eq.(3.10) can skip the cell 
capacitance measurement, it is somewhat less accurate because the theoretical instead of 
experimental capacitance value is used. 






















Figure 3.7: Illustration of the slope fitting method according to Eq.(3.10). A Linear fitting 
and a measurement result of W=(3.2±0.3)×10-4 J/m2 are obtained for the 7 μm MLC-6608 




Various techniques for measuring the polar anchoring energy have been developed and 
many experimental results of different LC materials and substrates have been reported 
previously. However, reproducibility is a serious concern. Several research groups have 
derived different results even with similar or the same LC materials and substrates. This is 
due to the intrinsic complexity of anchoring interaction between LC materials and substrates 
surfaces. [49]  
For accurate measurement of anchoring energy, the experimental setup, cells, and LC 
materials all require careful preparations. Light leakage from experimental setup needs to be 
minimized. Environment temperature may also greatly influence the results, since anchoring 
energy increases with decreasing temperature [50]. In addition, the accuracy of anchoring 
energy measurement depends on the LC layer thickness. The measured result from a thicker 
cell is usually smaller than that from a thin cell. This effect has been discussed in Ref.51 and 
a possible reason is ionic effect. With electric field, ions in the LC cells are adsorbed at 
opposite interfaces which cause additional space charge field. This field may influence the 
LC directors’ reorientation. Such an ion-induced space charge field is difficult to calculate 
accurately. The overall effect is that a smaller anchoring energy is obtained for a thicker LC 
cell. This observation is consistent for both homogeneous and VA cells.  
Thick cells are usually desired for electric field techniques. In our proposed VA 
anchoring energy measurement technique, thick cells may lead to a large Vmax and wide 
voltage range between Vmin and Vmax. If the anchoring is too weak and the cell is not thick 
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enough, the curve in the V>Vmin region tends to be nonlinear. The reason is that Δθ is large 
and the assumption sin(Δθ)≈Δθ is no longer valid. In this case, a linear fitting over Vmin can 
not be obtained. In most experiments, the PI alignment film is ~60-80 nm which is much 
thinner than the LC cell gap (a few microns). Thus, its contribution to the experimental 
results is very negligible.  
The in-plane inhomogeneity of LC alignment may also contribute to the error of the 
experimental measurements. In theory, the VA LC directors are all in x-z plane, that is, 
n(y)=0. However, if a VA cell is not aligned well, then n(y) may not be close to zero. In the 
voltage-on state, the LC directors on the substrates will not be reoriented only in the x-z 
plane. Under this condition, the transmission of the VA LC cell does not follow the 
description of Eq.(4.11). Serious in-plane inhomogeneous alignment of VA cells may result 
in a large discrepancy in measurement. The quality of VA alignment can be checked by 
running the transmittance between crossed and parallel polarizers. Between crossed 
polarizers, the VA cell should exhibit a very high contrast ratio at normal incidence. In a 
voltage-on state, a good VA cell should also exhibit a good dark state at a given voltage and 
a laser wavelength under the parallel polarizer/analyzer configuration. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANCHORING ENERGY AND CELL GAP 
EFFCTS ON LIQUID CRYSTAL RESPONSE TIME 
4.1 Introduction 
Response time of liquid crystal (LC) plays a crucial role for LC devices. The 
conventional understanding is that LC response (decay) time τ0 is proportional to d2, where d 
is the cell gap [ 52 ]. Here, the underlining assumption is the anchoring energy on 
LC-substrate surfaces is strong (W→∞). However, some LC devices have relatively weak 
anchoring energy, such as LC cells with multi-domain vertical alignment (MVA) or with 
photoalignment. As a result, the τ0~d2 dependence no longer holds. Therefore, it is essential 
to study the anchoring energy and cell gap effects on LC response time.  
In this Chapter, we use two different approaches: effective cell gap and surface dynamic 
equation methods, to derive general analytical expressions of LC response time under finite 
anchoring energy conditions. The results of these two different approaches are consistent. We 
find the exponent x in τ0 ∼ dx depends on the anchoring energy W of the LC cell. Under 
strong and weak anchoring limits, the exponent x approaches 2 and 1, respectively.  
In this Chapter, the derived analytical expressions correlates LC response time τ0 with 
anchoring energy W, then W can be estimated from LC decay time. Up-to-date, a few 
experimental methods have been developed for characterizing the anchoring energy of LC 
cells [42, 43, 53]. Most of them are based on anchoring energy effect on LC cell’s phase 
retardation in the high voltage region or its effect on the Freekdericksz transition. The 
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method proposed in this Chapter provides another approach to study LC alignment 
techniques.  
4.2. Theory 
4.2.1 Effective Cell Gap Method 
In this study, we choose a vertically-aligned (VA) LC cell as an example for analysis 
because it exhibits an unprecedented contrast ratio (>2000:1) and more than 50% of LCD 
TVs use VA mode. These results and discussions are also valid to other LC modes. Figure 
4.1 shows a VA nematic LC cell sandwiched between two parallel substrates and z= −d/2 and 
d/2 represent the bottom and top substrates, respectively. The z-axis is normal to the plane of 











Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of a VA LC cell. 
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Under such a device configuration, the LC dynamics can be described by the 
Erickson-Leslie equation. When the backflow and inertial effects are ignored [54, 55] the 





























11 cossincossin)(cossin , (4.1) 
where γ1 is the rotational viscosity, K11 and K33 represent the splay and bend elastic 
constants, respectively, εoΔεE2 is the electric field energy density, Δε is the LC dielectric 
anisotropy, and θ  is the tilt angle defined as the angle between z-axis and LC directors. In 
general, Eq.(4.1) can only be solved numerically. However, when the tilt angle is small 
(sinθ~θ) (small angle approximation) [19] and K33~K11 (single elastic constant 











33 . (4.2) 
Under strong anchoring (W→∞) condition, the LC directors on the substrates are fixed 
on their easy axis. Here, easy axis stands for the directions of LC directors which minimize 
the energy of the surface regions [56]. In some high contrast display devices, the pretilt angle 








θ . (4.3) 
Under the above boundary conditions, when the applied voltage exceeds the 
Freederisckz transition threshold, the LC directors are reoriented by the electric field. At a 
given voltage, the tilt angle can be expressed as following:  
[ ] )/exp()cos()sin( τβθβθθ tzz ms −+= . (4.4) 
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In Eq.(4.4),  θm is the maximum tilt angle which occurs in the center of the LC cell 
( mz θθ ==0 ), and θs is found to be 0 when the pretilt angle is symmetric on the top and bottom 
substrates. Under these conditions, analytical solutions for rise time ( rτ ) and decay time 














































V 33 . (4.7) 
However, when the anchoring energy of the LC cell is not strong, the simple boundary 
conditions described in Eq.(4.3) no longer hold, and the validity of Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) is in 
doubt. When the anchoring energy W is finite, we use the extrapolation length concept [57] 
to derive the analytical solutions for the LC response time. 
As shown in Figure 4.2, the parameter WKb /=  has the dimension of length, which is 
usually called extrapolation length and W is the polar anchoring energy strength coefficient, 
also called anchoring energy. For a VA cell, the azimuthal anchoring is not involved and K = 




d/20-d/2-(d/2+b) d/2+b  
Figure 4.2: The z-coordinate dependent tilt angle θ. The LC cell’s physical surfaces are at 
2
dz ±= . The θ profile is extrapolated to )
2
( bdz +±= , where θ=0. b=K/W is the 
extrapolation length. 
 
The extrapolation length b can be interpreted as the extension of the LC cell gap [58]. For 
example, an infinity anchoring (W→∞) means no extension since b=0. On the other hand, 
weak anchoring implies to a large b, i.e., a large extension of the LC cell gap. For an LC cell 
with a finite anchoring energy, the LC directors on the physical substrate boundaries 
(
2
dz ±= ) will still be reoriented by the external electric fields. According to the definition of 
extrapolation length, θ is zero at )
2
( bdz +±= . Therefore, )
2
( bdz +±=  can be considered 
as virtual boundaries of the LC cell and the effective cell gap becomes  
bdd 2+=′ . (4.8) 
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Here we consider the top and bottom substrates having the same alignment conditions. If 
the two substrates’ alignments are different, then the effective cell gap is tb bbdd ++=′ , 
where bb  and tb  represent the extrapolation length of the bottom and top substrates, 
respectively. 
Based on this effective cell gap concept, we can modify Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) to further 
derive the LC response time when W is finite. Both decay time τ’o and rise time τ’r can be 
























γτ . (4.9) 
From Eq.(4.9), if 2b<<d, then the anchoring effect is negligible and dd ≈′ . Under the 
strong anchoring limit, Eq.(4.9) is reduced to Eq.(4.5). For an intermediate anchoring 
strength, 2K/W is not completely negligible. Therefore, we have to consider the anchoring 
energy terms shown in the right hand of Eq.(4.9). Because the quadratic term [(K/W)2] in 
Eq.(4.9) is independent of cell gap and its magnitude is small as will be shown later, for the 
interest of understanding cell gap effect, we only consider the first two terms. Under this 








γτ . (4.10) 
This equation suggests that τ’0~d2 is accurate if d>>4K/W, i.e., strong anchoring energy. 
But when W is small, the first order term 4dK/W has to be considered and τ0~d2 is no longer 
accurate. Under a very weak anchoring condition where 4K/W>>d, the LC directors 








o ≈ . (4.11) 
Equation (4.10) suggests that the exponent x in τ’0=dx lies between 1 and 2, where x~1 if 
the anchoring energy is very weak, while x~2 if the anchoring energy is very strong. 
Similar correlations hold for rise time τ’r as well, i.e., by replacing d with d ′  in Eq.(4.6) 
Please note that threshold voltage Vth is also dependent on the anchoring energy. Thus, 
Eq.(4.7) needs to be modified when W has a finite value. As a result, Eq.(4.6) would have a 
much more complicated expression.  
4.2.2 Surface Dynamic Equation Method 
Another approach to study anchoring energy effect is to use the surface dynamic equation 
method [51]. If anchoring energy is finite, the simple boundary condition described in 
Eq.(4.3) is no longer valid. Instead, surface dynamic equation can be used to represent LC 















11 cossin , (4.12) 
where, θ2sin
2
1Wfs =  stands for the anchoring energy density on the boundaries, and γs is 
the surface rotational viscosity, and “＋” and “－” signs are taken at z=d/2 and z=-d/2, 
respectively. Analytical expressions can be derived following the approach reported in 
Ref.[51]. Because the characteristic time of the surface LC director reorientation is much 
longer than that of the corresponding LC directors in the bulk, the surface term t∂∂ /1 θγ  in 
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= . (4.16) 
If W→∞ (strong anchoring), the right term of Eq.(4.16) approaches 0 from negative 
side. Thus, we find β=π/d. Under this condition, Eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) are reduced to 
Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6).  











When Wd/K33<<1, Eq. (4.17) can be approximated as )/(2 33
2 dKW≈β . Under such a 












γτ . (4.19) 
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Eq.(4.18) also leads to do ~τ ′  for the case of weak anchoring energy, which is 
consistent with the result we derived using the effective cell gap method. The only difference 
is their coefficients. In Eq.(4.13), the coefficient is (2/π)2 which is ~0.41, while in Eq.(4.18) 
the coefficient is 0.5. This 20% difference arises from the approximations during the 
derivation processes of Eqs.(4.13) and (4.18). 
4.2.3 Results and Discussion 
For an LC device, the total response time is usually referred to the sum of rise and decay 
times. The rise time is strongly dependent on the applied voltage, as shown in Eq.(4.6). When 
the applied voltage is only slightly above Vth, the rise time is slow. To overcome the slow 
rise time, an overdrive voltage technique [59] has been commonly practiced in LCD 
industry. Therefore, here we focus our discussion on the LC decay process.  
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Figure 4.3: Anchoring energy (W) and cell gap (d) dependent LC decay time ( od ττ ′=′ ). The 
solid lines represent the results of the effective cell gap method, and the dashed lines are 
based on the surface dynamic equation method. When W is large, the results of these two 
methods are almost identical as the bottom three curves (W=1×10-3, 1×10-4 and 5×10-5 J/m2) 
show. 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the simulated cell gap dependent LC decay time under various 
anchoring strengths. The LC mixture used for calculations is Merck MLC-6608 whose 
physical properties (at 20ºC) are listed as follows: K11=16.7 pN, K33=18.1 pN，ε//=3.6, 
ε⊥=7.8, γ1＝0.186 Pas, no=1.475, and ne=1.558. Five cell gaps were studied: d=3, 4, 5, 6, and 
7 μm. As the cell gap increases, the first transmission maximum occurs at a lower voltage, 
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but the threshold voltage remains the same. In each cell, the assumption of small angle 
approximation is still valid.  
 
Table 4.1: Anchoring energy W dependent x value, where x is the exponent of τo ~ dx. The 
data are obtained from the fitting of solid lines in Figure 4.3. 
W (J/m2) 1×10-3 1×10-4 5×10-5 2×10-5 1×10-5 
x 1.98 1.84 1.71 1.41 1.09 
 
During simulations, we calculate the LC directors decay time from the first transmission 
maximum to V=0. We then use the extrapolation length method (solid lines) and surface 
dynamic equation method (dashed lines) to fit the simulated data using τo ~dx. Table 4.1 lists 
the obtained x values from the solid lines fittings. From Table 4.1, we find that x≈2 is valid 
only when the anchoring is strong (W ~ 1×10-3 J/m2). As the anchoring energy gets weaker, 
the exponent gets closer to 1. These results confirm that the conventional understanding of τ0 
~d2 is only valid when W→∞, and the quadratic dependence is no longer accurate if the LC 
cells have a finite anchoring energy.  
In Figure 4.3, the effective cell gap and surface dynamic equation methods lead to 
consistent results when the anchoring energy is larger than 1×10-4 J/m2. However, an 
appreciable amount of discrepancy (~30%) is observed when the anchoring energy is low 
(W=1×10-5 J/m2). We will discuss its causes later. The surface dynamic equation method is 
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relatively complicated, since a simple analytical solution of Eq.(4.16) is not available. 
Therefore, we have to solve Eq.(4.16) numerically. This is especially difficult when βd~π/2 
in Eq.(4.16). If the alignment conditions are different on the bottom and top substrates, then 
the surface dynamic equation method would be even more complicated. Since these two 
methods show similar results in the major cases shown in Figure 4.3, the effective cell gap 




Figure 4.4: (a) When d>>b, the extrapolation length approximation is accurate; (b) When 
d~b, the approximation is less accurate. 
 
To further analyze the accuracy of the effective cell gap method, two different 
extrapolation length conditions are plotted in Figure 4.4. In Figure 4.4(a), d>>b and the 
extrapolation length method is pretty accurate. But when the cell gap is relatively small and 
the anchoring energy is weak as Figure 4.4(b) shows, the extrapolation length method would 
be less accurate. In Figure 4.3, if we compare the two curves for W=1×10-5 J/m2, the 
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difference between the solid and dashed lines is attributed by this approximation. When 
W=1×10-5 J/m2, the b (=K/W) value is as large as 1.81 μm. Thus, the linear extrapolation of 
the LC cell gap would not be accurate for thin cells. For instance, if d=3 μm the difference 
between these two methods is 28.7%. But for a 7 μm LC cell, the difference is reduced to 
7.4%.  
4.3 Experiment 
Based on Eq.(4.9), we can estimate anchoring energy W by measuring the LC decay time. 
Since LC decay time is related to the LC material’s properties (γ1, K), cell gap d, and 
anchoring energy W, we can calculate W by measuring τo, provided that γ1, K and d are 
known. From Figure 4.3, we find that the LC decay time is especially sensitive to anchoring 
energy when the anchoring energy is in the intermediate to weak range. Therefore, this 
method is applicable to LC cells with a relatively weak anchoring energy. 
Two types of VA cells have been used for display applications: strong rubbing and 
rubbing-free [4]. The rubbed or sputtered cells tend to have strong anchoring energy and the 
rubbing-free cells tend to have a weak anchoring energy. In the former case, such as 
liquid-crystal-on-silicon(LCOS) for projection displays, a uniform pretilt angle (~2-3o) is 
generated by sputtered inorganic SiO2 layers [60]. In the wide-view LCD TVs, patterned 
vertical alignment (PVA) [61] and multi-domain vertical alignment (MVA) [62] cells are the 
two common choices. In these cells, both top and bottom substrates are coated with a thin 
polyimide layer, but without rubbing. In a PVA cell, there is no pretilt angle; the LC 
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directors’ reorientation direction is controlled by the fringing fields. In a MVA cell, a small 
pretilt angle exists only near the protrusions.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Experimental results of the cell gap dependent LC optical decay time. Stars are 
the measurement data. The solid line is the fitting curve using the effective cell gap method 
Eq. (4.9), and the pink dashed line is based on the surface dynamic equation method. From 
fittings, the anchoring energy is found to be W=5.6×10-5 J/m2. The red dotted lines represent 
the fitting curve using τo~d1.7. 
 
In our experiment, we used MVA cells with various cell gaps. The cell gap was measured 
by counting the Fabry-Perot interference fringes from a spectrophotometer. The cells were 
filled with a commercial LC mixture, MLC-6608. We first measured the voltage-dependent 
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transmittance between crossed polarizers and then measured the optical decay time. All the 
measurements were performed using a He-Ne laser beam. Its wavelength is λ=633 nm. 
Figure 4.5 shows the measured LC optical decay time (90-10%) [60] of several MVA 
cells. The experimental data (dots) were collected at 38.5ºC, which is the LCD-TV’s 
operating temperature after fully warm-up. We then fit the data using three models: solid line 
stands for the effective cell gap model [Eq.(4.9)], with W=5.6 x 10-5 J/m2, dashed lines for 
the surface dynamic equation [Eq.(4.16)] with W=5.6 x 10-5 J/m2, and dotted lines for the 
simplified equation το ~ dx with x=1.7. These three curves all fit the experimental data well. 
When W=5.6×10-5 J/m2, the extrapolation length of these cells is calculated to be b=0.34 μm. 
For example, if an LC cell has 3.5 μm cell gap, then the d2, WdK /4  and 22 /4 WK  terms 
in Eq.(4.9), contribute 70.3%, 26.1% and 2.6% to oτ ′ , respectively. This confirms that in 
Eq.(4.9), the WdK /4  term needs to be considered, but the 22 /4 WK  term is negligible. 
It is known that LC material and cell gap significantly influence LC device’s response 
time, but the anchoring effect is not well studied quantitatively previously. From Eqs.(4.11) 
and (4.18), anchoring energy plays an important role to affect the LC response time. Within 
the weak anchoring regime, the LC decay time is inversely proportional to the anchoring 
energy. For instance, if we can find a polyimide that has a somewhat larger anchoring with 
the LC material, then the decay time can be improved.  
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4.4 Discussion of Thin Cell Gap Effect 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, response time of liquid crystal devices can be improved 
by reducing cell gap and using high birefringence LC material. Recently, LC cells with very 
thin cell gap (~1 μm) have been demonstrated for fast response time purpose [63]. The LC 
cells used in some LCOS projection displays are even thinner (~0.8 μm), as reflective 
displays only need relative thin cell gap to realize π phase retardation.  
LC response time is especially critical for the promising color sequential LCD. In color 
sequential LCD, red, green and blue (RGB) sub-frames are displayed sequentially, and each 
sub-frame shows only the distribution of a primary color (red, green or blue) of a full-color 
image. If the sub-frames are displayed at a fast frame rate, usually three-times of the video 
rate (180 Hz), the human eyes can integrate these RGB sub-frames temporally, yielding a 
perceived full-color image. In this case, every pixel displays RGB colors at different time and 
there is no spatial division of RGB pixels. With RGB-LED backlight, color filters are not 
needed in color sequential LCDs, which significantly improves the power efficiency of LCD 
devices (~3X). However, for the color sequential LCDs, very fast LC response time is 
essential and LC cells with thin cell gap are one of the solutions. 
When LC cell gap is reduced, the anchoring energy effects become even more important, 
because the two boundary regions occupy more of the LC cell and the bulk region occupies 
less. For example, the extrapolation length b~0.34 μm in our experiments, and 2b is already 
very close to the thin cell gap (~1 μm); therefore its effect must be considered in the response 
time simulation. 
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Using FEM numerical simulation program, the anchoring energy effects on thin LC 
cells’ response time is studied. The surface dynamic equation Eq.(4.12) is used as the 
boundary conditions in the numerical simulation program. The simulation parameters are: 
surface viscosity γs=3×10-6 Ns/m, K11=16.7 pN, K22=7.0 pN, K33=18.1 pN and Δε=5.7. 
According to the LC cell gap, the birefringence Δn is adjusted to make the phase retardation 
δ=π, which is necessary for display applications. Two anchoring energy conditions are 
simulated, one is the ideal case of W~∞ and the other is W=1×10-4 J/m2, which is usually 
considered to be relatively strong anchoring. 








 W=1×10-4 J/m2:  τ =1.89d1.82



















Cell gap (μm)  
Figure 4.6: Numerical simulation results of cell gap and anchoring energy dependent LC 
response time(100%-10%). The cell gap d is between 0 ~6.0 μm, and the anchoring energy 
W=1×10-4 J/m2 and ~∞. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the numerical simulation results of cell gap and anchoring energy 
dependent LC response time (100%-10%). When W=1×10-4 J/m2, the response time is larger 
than that of W~∞. For example, when d~6 μm, the response time of W=1×10-4 J/m2 is about 
16% larger than that of W~∞. But when the cell gap becomes smaller, the difference gets 
more significant. It is 51.2% if d=2 μm and 142% when d=1 μm. These results confirm our 
previous theoretical analysis that the anchoring energy effect is more important if LC cell is 
thinner. We use the τοptical∼dx correlation to fit the simulation results in Figure 4.6, and τοptical 
is the optical response time(100%-10%). When W=1×10-4 J/m2, x=1.82, and x=2.01 if W~∞. 
These results perfectly match our results in Table 4.1 and also the previous theory.  
To further study the thin cell gap effect, we plot the simulation results of thin cell 
gap(0.4 mm~1.0 mm) dependent LC response time(100%-10%) in Figure 4.7. When cell gap 
d=0.4 μm, the LC response time of W=1×10-4 J/m2 is about 4 times faster than that of W~∞. 
This significant difference must be considered for ultra-thin LC cells. We use τοptical∼dx to fit 
the numerical simulation results, and the results are, x=1.33 when W=1×10-4 J/m2, and 
x=2.13 if W~∞. For the W=1×10-4 J/m2 case, the ratio between extrapolation length and cell 
gap, b/d, gets larger if d is smaller, so the first order term in Eq.(4.9) must be considered and 
it significantly influences the LC response time. 
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 W=1×10-4 J/m2:  τ =2.67d1.33




















Cell gap (μm)  
Figure 4.7: Numerical simulation results of thin cell gap (0.4~1 μm) and anchoring energy 
dependent LC response time(100%-10%). Two anchoring energy cases are simulated: 
W=1×10-4 J/m2 and W~∞. 
 
4.5 Summary 
We derived the analytical expressions for understanding the anchoring energy effect on 
the LC response time. Two different approaches: extrapolation length and surface dynamics 
are employed to study this effect. Both models fit with experimental data well. In addition, a 
simplified equation τ0~dx was used to fit the experimental data. Under strong and weak 
anchoring limits, the exponent is close to x~2 and x~1, respectively. For the tested MVA 
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cells, the anchoring energy is finite and the exponent is found to be x~1.7. By optimizing the 
LC and polyimide interactions, it is possible to optimize the LC response time. 
The novel theoretical analysis is especially important for LC devices with thin cell gaps, 
because the anchoring energy effect becomes more important under this condition. Thin cell 
gap is a promising approach to realize fast LC response time. Therefore, this work may have 
important impact on future LCD designs.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: PRETILT ANGLE EFFECTS ON LIQUID 
CRYSTAL RESPONSE TIME 
5.1 Introduction 
Liquid crystal response time plays a crucial role for display applications. A slow 
response time causes undesirable image blurring and should be avoided. LC response time is 
significantly influenced by the surface treatment of the substrates. A properly prepared 
substrate will orient the nematic LC directors in a preferred direction called pretilt angle [64]. 
Pretilt angle makes an important contribution to the dynamics of an LC cell [65]. However, 
detailed theoretical analysis has not been studied thoroughly.  
In this chapter, we derive analytical expressions for describing the LC dynamics 
including the pretilt angle effect66. The analysis is valid for LC devices with pretilt angles, 
such as transflective displays with homogeneous alignment [67, 68] and LCoS displays with 
vertical alignment [60, 69, 70]. To confirm the theoretical analysis, we prepare several VA 
LC cells with various pretilt angles and measure their response times. In our experiments, we 
find that a large pretilt angle indeed greatly influences the LC response time. These 
experimental results are consistent with our theoretical analysis. 
5.2 Theory 
Figure 4.1 shows a vertically-aligned nematic LC layer sandwiched between two parallel 
substrates where z=−d/2 and +d/2 stand for the bottom and top substrates, respectively. The 
z-axis is normal to the plane of the substrates, and the electric field E is along the z-axis. 
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When the backflow and inertial effects are ignored, the Erickson-Leslie equation for 
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In Eq.(5.1), γ1 is the LC rotational viscosity, K11 and K33 represent the splay and bend 
elastic constants, respectively, εoΔεE2 is the electric field energy density, Δε is the LC 
dielectric anisotropy, and θ is the tilt angle defined as the angle between the z-axis and the 
LC directors.  
In general, Eq.(5.1), can only be solved numerically. However, when the tilt angle is 
small (sinθ~θ) (small angle approximation) [19] and K33~K11 (single elastic constant 
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Eq.(5.2) has the following general solution:  
[ ] )/exp()cos()sin( τβθβθθ tzz ms −⋅+= . (5.3) 
Let us assume the VA cells studied have the same top and bottom substrate alignment 
conditions. At a given voltage, θm is the maximum tilt angle in the center of the LC cell 
( mz θθ ==0 ), and θs is found to be 0. 
When the pretilt angle θp is zero and the anchoring energy is strong, the following 
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Equations (5.3) and (5.4) lead to the following well known analytical solutions for the 







































In Eq.(5.5), τo is called free relaxation time; i.e., during the decay process there is no bias 
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Eq.(5.3) should satisfy the boundary conditions described by Eq.(5.8) at 
2
dz = −  and 
2
d . 
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In most cases, the maximum tilt angle is much larger than the pretilt angle, i.e., θm>>θp. 
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Strictly speaking, the LC threshold voltage Vth no longer exists if the pretilt angle is 
nonzero, although the threshold-like behavior in the voltage-dependent transmittance still 
appears. For simplicity, let us assume the threshold voltage still exists. Under such a 





































As expected, Eqs. (5.13) and (5.15) are reduced to Eqs.(5.5) and (5.6), when the pretilt angle 
is zero. Eqs.(5.13) and (5.15) suggest that the LC response time is also dependent on θm 
which originates from the applied voltage. In [65], it is found that the pretilt angle effect 
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becomes more pronounced when V gets close to Vth. The derived expressions here confirm 
the bias voltage effect on LC response time, since θm decreases when V gets smaller.  
 

















Figure 5.1: Voltage dependent θm. The LC parameters used for simulations are: Δε=−4.2, Vth 
= 2.19 Vrms, K11=16.7 pN, and K33=18.1 pN. 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the simulation results of the voltage dependent θm. In the Vth<V<4Vth 
region,  θm increases significantly when the applied voltage increases and eventually 
approaches 90º at V~4Vth. Pretilt angles also influence θm, especially when V is not too far 
above Vth. 
For an LCD device, the total response time is usually referred to the sum of rise and 
decay times. The rise time is strongly dependent on the applied voltage, and is usually much 
smaller than the decay time. With overdriving technique [71], the rise time can be further 
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reduced. For this reason, the discussion in this paper will be focused on the LC decay 
process.  
5.3 Experiment 
To confirm the theoretical analysis, we studied various VA LC cells which have 
different pretilt angles. For examples, two VA cells with the same rubbed polyimide were 
filled with two different negative LC materials. Both cells have strong anchoring energy (> 4
×10-4 J/m2) [53] so that the anchoring energy effect on LC response time can be neglected. 
Their pretilt angles and decay times were measured at room temperature (T~20ºC) and 
λ=633 nm, respectively. It is known that pretilt angles are dependent on the LC materials 
even if the alignment conditions are the same [72, 73]. As a result, their pretilt angle effects 
on LC dynamics can still be different. 
In experiments, the VA cells sandwiched between two crossed polarizers are biased at a 
voltage Vb, which corresponds to the first transmittance maximum. Under such a condition, 
the total phase change is δ0=π. When the bias voltage is released instantaneously at t=0, the 
time-dependent transmittance can be converted to the transient phase decay described by δ(t) 
[74]: 
( )ott τδδ /2exp)( 0 −≈ . (5.16) 
From Eq.(5.16), τo can be experimentally extracted from linear fitting of the time 




Figure 5.2: Voltage dependent transmittance curves of a 6.97 μm VA cell at λ=633 nm. The 
solid line is the experimental result, and dotted and dashed lines represent the simulation 
results for θp= 0.1º and 10.5º, respectively. 
 
In the first experiment, we filled a 6.97 μm VA LC cell with a negative LC material A, 
which is a modified MLC-6608 mixture from Merck. By numerical fitting of the 
experimental data, the pretilt angle was found to be 10.5º. Figure 5.2 shows the voltage 
dependent normalized transmittance of the LC cell at λ=633 nm and T~20oC. For 
comparison, numerically simulated curves under 10.5°and 0.1°pretilt angles are also 
plotted in the figure. A large pretilt angle smears the threshold behavior and lowers the 
effective threshold voltage. From Figure 5.2, the maximum transmittance occurs at Vb=3.25 
Vrms, which corresponds to δ0=π.  To measure decay time, we released  the bias voltage and 
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recorded the voltage dependent transmittance by a LabVIEW system. The transmittance data 
were converted to transient phase change as plotted in Figure 5.3. A linear fitting of the 
experimental data leads to τo~59±2.5 ms. If the pretilt angle effect is not considered, then  τo 
is calculated to be 42 ms based on Eq.(5.5). The measured experimental result is ~40.5% 
larger than the theoretical one. The discrepancy is rather significant. If we use the modified 
expression Eq.(5.13), the calculated result is τo~52 ms, which is ~11.3% lower than the 
experimental data. In Eq.(5.13), θm ~68o is obtained from numerical simulation. By 
comparing the experimental and two theoretical results (including and excluding the pretilt 
angle effect), we find that the derived theoretical expression Eq.(5.13), describes the pretilt 
effect reasonably well. It indicates that the previously mentioned discrepancy mainly 
originates from the pretilt angle effect. Besides pretilt angle, backflow is another possible 
mechanism contributing to the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental results. 





Figure 5.3: Time-dependent ln[δ0/δ(t)] of the 6.97 μm VA cell. Dots are experimental data 
and solid line is the fitting curve. The slope of the straight line is 0.0338/ms, and τo is found 
to be ~59 ms. 
 
In the second experiment, we tested a 7.10 μm VA cell, which has the same surface 
treatment as the first sample. The cell was filled with a commercial negative LC mixture B 
(MCL-6608). At 20°C, the LC parameters for mixture B are: no=1.4748, ne=1.5578 at 
λ=633 nm, Δε=−4.2, γ1=186 mPas, K11=16.7 pN, and K33=18.1 pN. Similar to the first 
experiment, the pretilt angle was found to be 3.5º through fitting. Because of this smaller 
pretilt angle, the maximum transmittance occurs at 3.63 Vrms where δ0=π. By the same 
method as the first experiment, τ0 was measured to be 64±4 ms. Theoretical calculation 
based on Eq.(5.5) gives τo~52 ms and the discrepancy is ~23%. When the 3.5º pretilt angle is 
taken into consideration, τo is calculated to be 56 ms from Eq.(5.13), which is closer to the 
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experimental result. Several other VA cells with various negative LC materials were also 
tested, and their pretilt angles are usually small (<2º). Under this circumstance, the effect of 
pretilt angle on the LC response time is insignificant. This result is also consistent with our 





Figure 5.4: Pretilt angle θp dependent LC response time τo. Solid line represents the 
numerical solution of Erickson-Leslie equation [Eq.(5.1)]. The circle is the experimental 
result using LC mixture B. Dashed lines are the calculated results using Eq.(5.13), (K=K33), 
which employs the small angle and one-elastic constant approximations. Dotted lines are also 
calculated from Eq.(5.13), except that K33 is replaced by K=(K11+K33)/2. Cell gap d =7.10 
μm, and bias voltage Vb=3.63 Vrms. 
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FEM Numerical simulation based is employed to solve Eq.(5.1), which avoids the 
“one-constant approximation” and “small-angle approximation” used in the theoretical 
analyses. In Figure 5.4, the simulation results confirm that τo increases as pretilt angle θp gets 
larger, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis. Based on Eq.(5.13), two curves 
employing different elastic constant values, K=K33 and K=(K11+K33)/2, are also plotted. To 
deal with dynamics of VA cells, K=K33 is usually used, but here the analytical results 
employing K=(K11+K33)/2 is closer to the simulated curve. In Eq.(5.1), K~K33 is accurate 
only when θ is small. In a high voltage state, the LC directors tilt angle becomes relatively 
large so that the K11 term is pronounced. Thus, it seems more reasonable to take K11 into 
account and assume K~(K11+K33)/2.  
The discrepancy between the simulation and analytical results are mainly because of the 
single elastic constant (K33=K11) and small angle approximations. In the small pretilt angle 
region (θp≤2º), the difference is less than 11%. As θp increases, the discrepancy slightly 
increases. The result in our second experiment is represented by the circle in Figure 5.4, and 
it agrees with the simulation and theoretical results reasonably well. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
This dissertation discusses the liquid crystal surface effects to meet challenges in liquid 
crystal applications for display and photonic systems. The novel techniques and theories 
discussed in this dissertation will be important for LC material development, LC alignment 
technique improvement and LC device designs. 
One major work is that a high-electric-field approach is developed to characterize the 
anchoring energy of VA LC cells. VA LCDs has been widely used in LCD-TV applications, 
and it is important to measure the anchoring energy since it influences the LC electro-optic 
and dynamic performance significantly. The developed anchoring energy measurement 
method is also very helpful to improve LC alignment techniques. The wide-spread 
application of our practical measurement method in LCD industry is foreseeable. 
Using the effective cell gap concept, we developed a new theory to quantitatively 
correlate anchoring energy to LC response time. Another approach is to employ the surface 
dynamic equation as the boundary conditions. The results of these two approaches are 
consistent. More importantly, we found that the conventional understanding of τ~d2 is not 
valid under finite anchoring energy conditions. Instead, τ is approximately proportional to dx. 
Under two extreme (strong and weak) anchoring limits, the exponent x approaches 2 and 1, 
respectively. This finding is critical for optimizing liquid crystal devices, especially for LC 
cells with thin cell gap. 
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Pretilt angle effect on liquid crystal dynamics is also studied in the dissertation. Analytical 
expressions are derived to describe liquid crystal response time under nonzero pretilt angle 
conditions. The theoretical analysis is confirmed experimentally using vertically-aligned liquid 
crystal cells. This finding quantitatively correlates pretilt angles with liquid crystal response 
time, and is important for optimizing liquid crystal response time. 
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